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Let K be a finite extension of Qp , and suppose that KQp is ramified and that the
residue field of K has cardinality at least 3. Let K (2) be the second division field of
K with respect to a LubinTate formal group, and let 1 =Gal(K (2)K). We deter-
mine the associated order in K1 of the valuation ring O (2) of K (2), and show that
O(2) is not free over this order. The integral Galois module structure of certain
intermediate fields E of K (2)K is also considered. In particular, if p{2 and K has
residue field of cardinality p or p2, we show that the valuation ring of E is free over
its associated order if and only if EK is either tamely ramified or a p-extension. We
also prove that the valuation ring of any weakly ramified abelian extension of K is
free over its associated order.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let K be a finite extension of the p-adic field Qp , and let o=OK denote
its valuation ring. Let L be a finite normal extension of K, with Galois
group 1=Gal(LK). We will be concerned with the structure of the valua-
tion ring OL of L as a module over its associated order
ALK=[: # K1 | : } OL OL]
in the group algebra K1. It is well-known that ALK coincides with the
integral group ring o1 precisely when LK is at most tamely ramified, and
that in this case OL is a free o1-module.
If K=Qp and L is abelian over Qp , then OL is a free ALQp -module. This
is the local version of an old result of H.-W. Leopoldt [13] on absolutely
abelian number fields. Recently, G. Lettl [14] has shown that if L is
abelian over Qp , but now K is any intermediate field of the extension
LQp , then again OL is free over ALK . This property in fact characterises
Qp among its finite extensions: the n th division field K (n) of K with respect
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to a LubinTate formal group is an abelian extension of K, but by [3,
Theorem 5.1], OK (m+r) fails to be free over AK (m+r)K (r) whenever m>r and
K{Qp . It is therefore of some interest to determine, for a given K{Qp ,
which fields L in some suitable class of abelian extensions of K have the
property that OL is, or is not, free over ALK . One knows from the treat-
ment of local class field theory via LubinTate extensions (see for instance
[17]) that every finite abelian extension of K is contained in the com-
positum of some division field K (n) and some unramified extension. Thus a
natural (though rather too large) class of extensions to consider is the class
of subfields L of the fields K (n). An understanding of OL for all such L
would take us a long way towards determining the integral Galois module
structure of all finite abelian extensions of K.
In this paper, we give some partial results in this direction. We consider
only the extension K (2)K and certain of its intermediate fields, often under
the hypotheses that K is ramified over Qp and that p{2. Our treatment of
the intermediate fields uses a result, whose proof we give elsewhere [5], on
sums over a finite additive subgroup of a field. We are able to handle all
intermediate fields of the extension K (2)K only in the case that o has
residue field of cardinality p or p2. As a consequence of our results, we
show that if L is any weakly ramified abelian extension of K then OL is free
over ALK .
Although the integral Galois module structure of extensions of the form
K (m+r)K (r) has been considered in some detail (see [3, 4, 7, 8, 18, 19]),
I am not aware of any previous investigation of the extensions K (n)K, with
K itself as base field.
Our explicit results on the valuation ring of K (2) and its associated order
(Theorem 1, Lemmas 2.12 and 2.20, and Corollary 2.28) bear a striking
similarity to recent work of R. Miller [15], who considers the correspond-
ing problem for function fields in characteristic p. In that setting, the
LubinTate formal group is replaced by the Carlitz module.
I thank David Burns, Robin Chapman, and Gu nter Lettl for helpful con-
versations about this work.
1. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Throughout, K is a finite extension of Qp , with further hypotheses
imposed from time to time. We write o for the valuation ring OK of K. Let
q be the cardinality of the residue field of o, and let ? be a uniformising
parameter of o. Except in Section 4, we take ? to be fixed and therefore do
not indicate dependence on ? in our notation.
Let f (X ) be a LubinTate series for K, corresponding to the param-
eter ?, and let F(X, Y ) be the formal group admitting f (X ) as an
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endomorphism. (For background on LubinTate theory, see [17].) Let m
be the maximal ideal of the valuation ring of a fixed algebraic closure of K,
and set
G(n)=[| # m | f (n)(|)=0], n0,
where f (0)(X )=X and f (n)(X )= f ( f (n&1)(X )) for n1. Then the division
fields K (n) are defined by K (n)=K(G(n)).
For each : # o there is a unique endomorphism [:](X ) of F(X, Y ) with
linear term :X. If : lies in the group of units o_ of o then [:](X ) deter-
mines an automorphism (:) of the field K (n) with (:)(|)=[:](|) for all
| # G(n). This induces an isomorphism of groups between (o?no)_ and
1 (n)=Gal(K (n)K).
We now set 1 =1 (2)=Gal(K (2)K ). Abusing notation, we identify the
quotient 1 (1)=Gal(K (1)K ) of 1 with the subgroup of 1 consisting of
elements of order prime to p. Thus
1 =1 (1)_1
where
1=[(1+?:) | : # o]
and
1 (1)=[(+) | +q&1=1].
Here 1 (1) is cyclic of order q&1, and 1 is elementary abelian of order q,
being isomorphic to the additive group o?o via (1+?:) [ (: mod ?o).
Let K$ be the fixed field of K (2) under 1 (1). We identify 1=Gal(K (2)K (1))
with Gal(K$K) by restriction.
The fields introduced so far, together with the various Galois groups and
extension degrees, are as indicated in Fig. 1. If we think of the fields K, K$,
K (1), K (2) schematically as lying at the vertices of a parallelogram, then the
other intermediate fields of the extension K (2)K correspond to points either
on the edges of the parallelogram or in its interior. We shall consider
certain of these intermediate fields, as shown in Fig. 2.
We abbreviate OK (1) , OK (2) , and OK$ to O(1), O (2), and O$, respectively.
For any finite group 2, let T2 denote the trace element of the group
ring o2,
T2= :
$ # 2
$.
Also, let (o2)+ denote the augmentation ideal of o2. Thus (o2)+ is a free
o-module on the basis [$&1 | $ # 2"[1]].
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FIG. 1. Extension degrees and Galois groups.
FIG. 2. Intermediate fields considered.
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Our first result concerns the fields along the upper edge of the
parallelogram of Fig. 2. For any divisor d of q&1, let Ld be the unique
intermediate field of K (2)K with [K (2): Ld]=d. Thus Ld $K$, and in par-
ticular Lq&1=K$ and L1=K (2). For any finite extension L of Qp , we write
vL : L  Z _ [] for the normalised valuation on L.
Theorem 1. (i) The associated order AK$K is o1[?&1T1], and O$ is
free as a module over AK$K . In fact, O$=AK$K } ; for any ; # O$ with
vK$ (;)=1.
(ii) Suppose that K is ramified over Qp , and let d{q&1 be a divisor
of q&1. Then OLd is not free over ALd K . In particular, if q{2 then O
(2) is
not free AK (2)K .
The associated orders occurring in Theorem 1(ii) are described explicitly
in Corollary 2.28.
The fields M along the lower edge of the parallelogram are tamely
ramified over K. Thus AMK is just the integral group ring, and OM is free
over AMK . Our next two results deal with fields on the vertical edges of the
parallelogram.
Theorem 2. Let F $ be an intermediate field of the extension K$K, and
let 2=Gal(F $K). Thus AF $K=o2[?&1T2], and OF $ is free over AF $K . In
fact, OF $=AF $K } ; for any ; # OF $ with vF $(;)=1.
Theorem 3. Suppose that K is ramified over Qp . Let F be an inter-
mediate field of the extension K (2)K (1) with [F : K (1)]>2. Then OF is not
free over AFK .
We have now considered all fields on the edges of the parallelogram of
Fig. 2, at least when KQp is ramified and p{2. In general, there are
further intermediate fields of K (2)K, corresponding to interior points of the
parallelogram. Our methods do not enable us to handle all of these, but we
can deal with the ‘‘bottom layer’’ of interior fields, namely those fields E for
which [E :K] is divisible by p but not by p2.
Theorem 4. Suppose that K is ramified over Qp , that p{2, and that
qp2. Let E be an intermediate field of the extension K (2)K such that
E3 K$, E3 K (1), and [E :K] is not divisible by p2. Then OE is not free
AEK .
The case p=2 is a genuine exception: OE is free over AEK for all E
satisfying the conditions stated (see after Lemma 5.6).
We will in fact prove a slightly stronger result than Theorem 4 (see
Theorem 6 at the end of the paper), and, again, we will give an explicit
description of the associated orders occurring.
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If q= p there are no fields in the interior of the parallelogram of Fig. 2,
and if q= p2 then all the interior fields are covered by Theorem 4 unless
p=2. We can therefore summarise Theorems 2, 3 and 4 in these two cases
as follows:
Corollary 1.1. Suppose that K is ramified over Qp and that either
q= p or q= p2{4. Let E be any intermediate field of K (2)K. Then OE is
free over AEK if and only if EK is either tamely ramified (so EK (1)) or
of p-power degree (so EK$).
It would be interesting to know whether the conclusion of Corollary 1.1
holds for arbitrary odd q.
Finally, we record a result which does not specifically concern Lubin
Tate extensions, but which is a consequence of Theorem 2. Recall that if F
is any finite normal extension of K, with Gal(FK)=2, say, then the
ramification groups of FK (in the lower numbering) are the groups
2i=[$ # 2 | ($&1) OF P i+1F ]
where PF is the maximal ideal of OF . Thus 20 is the inertia subgroup of
2, and 21 is the ‘‘wild’’ ramification group. The extension FK is said to be
weakly ramified if 22 is trivial. Various Galois module results involving
such extensions can be found in [1, 911, and 20]. In particular, S. Ullom
[20] has shown that if FK is totally and weakly ramified (but not
necessarily abelian) then PF is free over o2. It follows easily from this that
OF is free over o2[?&1T2]. In Section 4, we relate weakly ramified abelian
extensions to LubinTate theory, thereby obtaining the following result:
Theorem 5. Let F be any weakly ramified abelian extension of K (not
necessarily totally ramified ). Let 2=Gal(FK). Then AFK=o2[?&1T20],
and OF is free over AFK .
2. DESCRIPTION OF AK (2)K
In this Section, which forms the heart of the paper, we obtain an explicit
description of the associated order AK (2)K and use it to prove Theorem 1.
The group ring o1 (1) has an o-basis of idempotents
=i=
1
q&1
:
+q&1=1
+&1(+) , 0iq&2. (2.1)
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For each i, we have K1 =i $K1 as K-algebras. The inverse isomorphism is
given by # [ #=i for # # K1. Thus
o1 = ‘
q&2
i=0
o1 = i= ‘
q&2
i=0
o1= i
and we have decompositions
O(2)= 
q&2
i=0
=i O(2), AK (2)K= ‘
q&2
i=0
AK (2)K =i .
To determine the structure of O(2) over AK (2)K it is therefore sufficient
to determine the structure of each =i O(2) over its associated order A i=
AK (2)K= i in K1 =i .
The fields K (n) and the isomorphisms (o?no)_  1 (n) depend only on ?
and not on the LubinTate series f (X ). Henceforth, without loss of
generality, we take f (X ) to be the standard LubinTate polynomial
?X+Xq.
Fix |=|2 # G(2)"G(1) and set |1=[?](|2) # G(1)"[0]. Then
vK (2)(|)=1, vK (2)(|1)=q, vK (2)(?)=q(q&1). (2.2)
Our choice of f (X ) ensures that
[+](X )=+X if +q&1=1 (2.3)
(see [4, Proposition 3.1]). Now
:
+q&1=1
+m={q&10
if m#0 mod(q&1);
otherwise.
(2.4)
Thus, using (2.1) and (2.3), one readily sees that
=i (| j|k1)={|
j|k1
0
if j+k#i mod(q&1);
otherwise.
(2.5)
Next, following [4], we set
{h=
1
q&1
:
+q&1=1
+&h((1+?+) &1) # o1. (2.6)
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Thus {h depends only on h mod(q&1), and the {h for 1hq&1 form an
o-basis of (o1 )+. Also,
{q&1=
1
q&1
:
# # 1"[1]
(#&1)=
1
q&1
(T1&q). (2.7)
Proposition 2.8. (i) {h(= iO (2))= iO(2) for all h, i;
(ii) {h(| j)#( jh) | j&h|h1 mod | j+(q&1)h+1O(2) for j0 and 1h
q&1.
Proof. (i) Since O(2) is a module over the commutative ring o1 we
have {h =i (O(2))== i ({hO(2))=iO (2).
(ii) We argue as in [4]. Let
F (X, Y )=X+Y+ :
r, s1
cr, s X rY s
with cr, s # o. Then, because of our choice of f (X ), we have cr, s=0 when
r+s<q (see [4, Proposition 3.2(i)]). Thus
F (X, Y ) j&X j= :
s1 \
j
s+ X j&sY s+ :r, s1 br, sX
rY s (2.9)
where br, s # o, and br, s=0 when r+s<q+ j&1. Using (2.3) and (2.9), we
calculate
((1++?) &1)(| j)=[1++?](|) j&| j
=F (|, [+?](|)) j&| j
=F (|, +|1) j&| j
= :
s1 \
j
s+ | j&s(+|1)s+ :r, s1 br, s|
r(+|1)s.
Hence, for 1hq&1, we have
{h(| j)=
1
q&1
:
+q&1=1
+&h \ :s1 \
j
s+ | j&s(+|1)s+ :r, s1 br, s|
r(+|1)s+ .
Interchanging the order of summation, we find from (2.4) that the terms
with s<h cancel. Using (2.2), we then arrive at the congruence stated. K
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We next define a family of o-lattices in K1. For 0iq&2, let
Li=Spano {1, {1 , ..., {q&2&i , 1? {q&1&i , ...,
1
?
{q&1= (2.10)
where Spano denotes the o-module spanned by the elements indicated. In
particular,
L0=o1+o \1? T1+ , Lq&2=o+
1
?
(o1 )+. (2.11)
Lemma 2.12. Let 0iq&2. Then Li is an o1-module isomorphic to
=iO (2). More precisely, =i O(2)=Li } ; for any ; # = iO(2) with vK(2)(;)=
qi+q&1.
Proof. As K (2) is totally ramified over K, it follows from (2.2) and (2.5)
that (| j)0 j<q(q&1) is an o-basis of O(2) and that (|i+(q&1)k)0k<q is an
o-basis of =i O(2). Thus there exist elements ; # =iO (2) with vK (2)(;)=
qi+q&1. Indeed, ;=|i+(q&1)(i+1) will do. Furthermore, any sequence
(xh)0h<q of elements of =iK (2) such that
[vK (2)(xh) | 0hq&1]=[i+(q&1) k | 0kq&1] (2.13)
is an o-basis for =i O (2). We claim that, for any ; as in the statement of the
lemma, the sequence
;, {1(;), ..., {q&2&i (;),
1
?
{q&1&i (;), ...,
1
?
{q&1(;) (2.14)
satisfies (2.13). This will suffice to prove the lemma.
Set j=qi+q&1. Then we may write
;= :
q&1
k=0
bk | j+k(q&1) (2.15)
with bk # o and b0 # o_. By a result of Kummer [16, p. 24], the exact
power of p dividing a binomial coefficient ( ab) is the number of carries
occurring in the base-p addition of b and a&b. In particular, since
j#q&1 mod q, this shows that ( jh) is a p-adic unit if 1hq&1. Thus, by
(2.15) and Proposition 2.8(ii), we have
vK (2)({h(;))=vK (2)(| j&h|h1)= j&h+qh=i+(q&1)(i+1+h).
Hence the elements (2.14) satisfy the condition (2.13), as required. K
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Lemma 2.12 reduces the determination of the o1 -module structure of
O(2) to the investigation of the o1-modules Li . To describe these, we will
express the multiplication in o1 in terms of the {h . We first rewrite {h . Let
#=(1+?) # 1, and, more generally, set #:=(1+?:) for all : # o.
Thus the isomorphism o?o  1 may be written (: mod ?o) [ #:. Let
/: o_  o_ be given by /(:)=+ where +#: mod ?o and +q&1=1. (Thus
/ is the composition of the natural map o_  (o?o)_ with the
Teichmu ller character.) Then
{h=
1
q&1
:
+q&1=1
+&h(#+&1)=
1
q&1
:
:
/&h(:)(#:&1) (2.16)
where, in the last sum, : # o_ runs over a set of representatives of (o?o)_.
Using (2.4), it follows that
#:&1= :
q&1
h=1
/h(:) {h for : # o_. (2.17)
As in [2], we may now evaluate the product {h{k by mimicking the
standard calculation of the product of Gauss sums for the finite field o?o
(see e.g. [21, Lemma 6.2]). The group elements #: play the role of the
additive character values in the Gauss sums. For a, b # o we write atb to
denote that a=ub for some u # o_. Then
Jh, k{h+k if h, k0 (mod q&1);
{h{k t{q{k if h#0 (mod q&1); (2.18)
q{h if k#0 (mod q&1).
Here Jh, k is the Jacobi sum
Jh, k= :
+q&1=1{+
/&h(+) /&k(1&+).
Using the relation between Gauss sums and Jacobi sums [21, Lemma 6.2],
together with the formula for the valuation of the Gauss sum formed with
the character /&h in terms of the base-p digit-sum of h [21, Proposi-
tion 6.13], one can obtain the valuation of the Jh, k , as in [2,
Corollary 4.3.]. Let c(h, k) denote that number of carries in the base-p
addition of h and k. Then the result may be expressed as follows:
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Proposition 2.19. For 1h, kq&2, we have
Jh, k t{1pc(h, k)
if h+k#0 (mod q&1):
otherwise.
We can now determine when Li is free over its associated order Ai .
Lemma 2.20. Suppose that K is ramified over Qp . Then
(i) for 0i<(q&1)2, the lattice Li is an order in K1. Thus Ai=Li
and Li is a free Ai -module on the generator 1.
(ii) for (q&1)2iq&2, the lattice Li is not an order. Moreover,
Ai=Lq&2&i and Li is not free over A i .
Proof. We have {h # o1 for all h, and o1/L i . We therefore see from
(2.10) that Li will be an order if and only if
\1? {h+\
1
?
{k+ # Li whenever q&1&ih, kq&1. (2.21)
First let 0i<(q&1)2. It is immediate from (2.18) that the cases
h=q&1 and k=q&1 of (2.21) hold, since ? divides q. If q&1&ih,
kq&2 then
\1? {h+\
1
?
{k+t?&2Jh, k{h+k .
Here Jh, k is divisible by p since a carry must occur in the base-p addition
of h and k when h+kq. But ?2 divides p since KQp is ramified, so (2.21)
again holds. This proves the first sentence of (i), and the second follows
immediately.
Now let (q&1)2iq&2. Let h=k=(q&1)2 if q is odd and
h=q2&1, k=q2 if q is even. In either case,
\1? {h+\
1
?
{k+t?&2Jh, k{q&1
with Jh, k t1 since no carry can occur in base-p addition of h and k when
h+k=q&1. Thus (2.21) fails and Li is not an order.
We next show that Lq&2&i } Li Li , or equivalently, that
\1? {h+\
1
?
{k+ # Li if i+1hq&1
and q&1&ikq&1. (2.22)
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For h=q&1 and h, kq&2, this follows exactly as in the proof of (2.21)
for i<(q&1)2. In the remaining case k=q&1, we have
\1? {h+\
1
?
{k+t(?&2q) {h # Li ,
again using the fact that KQp is ramified. Hence Lq&2&i } Li Li .
We have now shown that Lq&2&i Ai . To establish the reverse inclu-
sion, suppose that
!=a0+ :
i
h=1
ah{h+ :
q&1
h=i+1
ah
1
?
{h # Ai
with ah # K for all h. We claim that in fact ah # o for all h. For
0hq&2&i and for i+1hq&1, this is clear since !=! } 1 # Li .
For q&1&ihi, consideration of the coefficient of ?&1{q&1 in
! } (?&1{q&1&h) shows that ah # o, again using that Jh, k t1 when
h+k=q&1. Thus the claim holds, and it follows that ! # Lq&2&i . We
have now shown that Ai=Lq&2&i .
Finally, we show that Li cannot be a free Li -module. Let * # Li . Then
{i } * # o \1? {q&1++?Li . (2.23)
Indeed, it is enough to verify this with * running through the basis
elements of Li listed in (2.10). Clearly {i } 1=0. For 1hq&2&i,
we have {i } {h # o{ i+h /?Li , the last inclusion holding since i+h>i
q&1&i. For h=q&1&i, we have {i } (?&1{h)t?&1{q&1 . For q&i
hq&1, we have {i } (?&1{h) # ?&1po1/?Li since Ji, h is divisible by p
when i+hq, and KQp is ramified. This establishes (2.23). Directly from
(2.10) and (2.18), we have
\1? {q&1+ } * # o \
1
?
{q&1++?Li . (2.24)
Now (2.23) and (2.24) show that the images in Li ?Li of {i } * and
(?&1{q&1) } * are not linearly independent over o?o. As {i and ?&1{q&1 are
elements of the basis (2.10) of Ai=Lq&2&i , it follows that * cannot be a
free generator of the Ai -module Li . But * # Li is arbitrary, so Li is not free
as an A i -module. K
For any elementary abelian p-group 2, we define o-lattices
L
*
(2)=o2+o \1? T2+ and L*(2)=o
1
?
(o2)+ (2.25)
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in K2. Thus by (2.11), L0=L*(1 ) and Lq&2=L*(1). We note the follow-
ing consequence of the proof of Lemma 2.20:
Corollary 2.26. Let 2 be an elementary abelian p-group. Then
(i) L
*
(2) is an order in K2, and hence L
*
(2)=o2[(1?) T2].
(ii) L*(2) has associated order L
*
(2). Moreover, if K is ramified over
Qp and |2|>2, then L*(2) is not free over L*(2).
Proof. First let 2=1. In the proof of Lemma 2.20, the only case of
(2.21) when i=0 is h=k=q&1, and the only case of (2.22) when i=q&2
is h=q&1. Thus the hypothesis that KQp is ramified was not used in the
case i=0, and was used in the case i=q&2 only to show that Lq&2 is not
free over L0 . Thus the Corollary holds for 2=1.
Now let E be an unramified extension of K. The proof of Lemma 2.20
goes through after extending scalars from o to OE , so the analogous
statements to (i), (ii) hold for L
*
(1 ) o OE and L*(1 ) o OE . We can
then replace 1 by 2, provided that E is chosen so that the residue field of
OE has a subfield of cardinality |2|. It is then clear from (2.25) that the
result descends to o. K
Unlike the lattices Li in general, L*(1) and L*(1 ) behave nicely under
the operation of taking fixed points for a subgroup of 1. Indeed, as is
readily checked, we have
Proposition 2.27. Let 1=7_2 be an elementary abelian p-group.
Then L
*
(1 )7=L
*
(2) T7 and L*(1)7=L*(2) T7 .
Proof of Theorem 1. Let d be a divisor of q&1, say with rd=q&1.
Then
Ld= 
r&1
k=0
=kdK (2).
Hence
OL d= 
r&1
k=0
=kdO (2) and AL dK= 
r&1
k=0
Akd=kd .
Thus OL d is free over ALd K if and only if each =kdO
(2) is free over Akd .
If d=q&1 then OLd=O$==0O
(2). Now by Lemma 2.12, =0O(2)=L0 } ;
for any ; # =0O(2) with vK (2)(;)=q&1, and by Corollary 2.26(i), L0 is free
over o1[?&1T1] (whether or not KQp is ramified). This proves
Theorem 1(i).
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If d{q&1 then (r&1) d(q&1)2. When KQp is ramified, it follows
from Lemmas 2.12 and 2.20(ii) that =(r&1) dO(2) is not free over
A(r&1) d=Ld&1 , and hence that OL d is not free over ALdK . This proves
Theorem 1(ii). K
From the above proof and Lemma 2.20, we can extract an explicit
description of the associated orders.
Corollary 2.28. Suppose that KQp is ramified, and let q&1=rd.
Then
AL dK= 
i#0 mod d
0i<(q&1)2
Li =i  
i#0 mod d
(q&1)2iq&2
Li=q&2&i .
In particular,
AK (2)K= 
0i<(q&1)2
Li=i  
(q&1)2iq&2
Li =q&2&i .
If r is even then exactly half of the summands =i O(2) occurring in OLd are
free over their associated orders. If r is odd, then (r+1)2 of the summands
are free and (r&1)2 are not free. In particular, if q is odd then exactly half
the summands occurring in O(2) are free, and if q is even then q2 of the sum-
mands occurring in O(2) are free and (q2)&1 are not free.
3. INTERMEDIATE FIELDS OF K$K AND K (2)K (1)
We next deduce Theorems 2 and 3, dealing with the fields on the vertical
edges of the parallelogram of Fig. 2. In this section and the next, we shall
make use of local class field theory and of ramification theory, in particular
the transition between the ramification groups 1 u in the lower numbering
and 1 v in the upper numbering. The results we need can be found in [17]
and [12, Section 9].
Let 7 be a subgroup of 1, and let F (respectively F $) be the subfield of
K (2) (respectively, K$) fixed by 7. Since 1 is elementary abelian, we may
choose a subgroup 2 of 1 so that 1=7_2. We identify 2 by restriction
with Gal(FK (1))=17 and also with Gal(F $K).
Lemma 3.1. In the notation of (2.25), we have OF $ $L*(2) and=q&2 OF $L*(2) as o2-modules. In fact, OF $=L*(2) } ; for any ; # OF $with vF $(;)=1.
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Proof. Since =0O(2)=O$ and K (2)K$ is totally ramified of degree q&1,
Lemma 2.12 shows that O$=L0 } ;0=L*(1) } ;0 for any ;0 # O$ withvK$(;0)=1. Taking fixed points under 7, we have
OF $=O$7=(L*(1 ) } ;0)
7=(L
*
(1)7) } ;0=L*(2) } (T7 } ;0),
using Proposition 2.27. This shows that OF $ $L*(2). Similarly,
=q&2 OF=(=q&2OK)7$L*(1 )7=L*(2) } T7 $L*(2).
It remains to show that every ; # OF $ with vF $(;)=1 can be written as
;=T7 } ;0 for some ;0 # O$ with vK$(;0)=1. Let Tr: K$  F $ denote the
trace, and let PK$ , PF $ denote the maximal ideals of O$, OF $ respectively.
It will suffice to show that
Tr(PK$)=PF $ and Tr(P2K$)=P
2
F $ . (3.2)
From [17, p. 157] we know that the ramification jumps of the extension
K (2)K occur at v=0, 1 in the upper numbering. It follows using
Herbrand’s theorem that the p-extension K$K has a unique jump, occur-
ring at 1 in the upper (and hence also the lower) numbering. The same is
therefore true of K$F $. By Hilbert’s formula [12, Proposition 4 on p. 36],
the inverse different D&1 of K$F $ is then P2&2p fK$ where p
f=[K$ : F $]. If
PaK$ is any O$-ideal then Tr(P
a
K$) is the smallest OF $ -ideal P
b
F $ for which
PaK$ P
&b
F $ =P
a& p fb
K$ D
&1. Taking a=1 and a=2, we obtain (3.2). K
Proof of Theorem 2. From Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 2.26(i), we have
OF $=o2 _1? T2& } ;
for any ; # F $ with vF $(;)=1. Thus OF $ is free on the generator ; over the
order o2[?&1T2], which therefore coincides with AF $K . K
Proof of Theorem 3. We have
OF=(O(2))7= 
q&2
i=0
(=iO(2))7= 
q&2
i=0
=i OF .
For OF to be free over AFK we therefore require each summand = iOF to
be free over its associated order in K2. Now =q&2OF $L*(2) by
Lemma 3.1. By Corollary 2.26(ii) this summand is not free over its
associated order, since |2|>2 by hypothesis. K
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4. WEAKLY RAMIFIED EXTENSIONS
Before considering fields corresponding to interior points of the
parallelogram of Fig. 2, we pause to derive Theorem 5 from Theorem 2.
Up to now we have been considering subfields of K (2), the LubinTate
division field corresponding to a fixed uniformising parameter ? of K. In
this section, we allow ? to vary. We therefore write K (n)? for the n th
LubinTate division field of K corresponding to ?.
We begin with a general result about totally ramified abelian extensions
of K.
Proposition 4.1. Let F be a finite totally ramified abelian extension
of K. Then FK (n)? for some uniformising parameter ? and some n1.
Proof. Let N: F  K be the norm. By local class field theory, N(F_) is
an open subgroup of K_ containing some uniformising parameter ?. Thus
N(F_) contains the subgroup generated by ? and 1+?no for large enough
n. This subgroup has K (n)? as its class field, so FK
(n)
? . K
Lemma 4.2. Let F be a totally ramified abelian extension of K of degree
p fd, where d is prime to p. Suppose that F is weakly ramified over K. Then
d=1 and FK (2)? for some uniformising parameter ?.
Proof. Let 2=Gal(FK). Then |20 |=|2|= p fd, |21 |= p f, and
|22 |=1. Thus the last jump in the ramification filtration comes at u=1 in
the lower numbering, and hence at v=,(1)=d &1 in the upper numbering.
Here , is the Herbrand function (see [17, p. 155]). By the HasseArf
theorem [17, p. 157], the jumps in the upper numbering must occur at
integral values of v, so d=1.
By Proposition 4.1, FK (n)? for some ? and some n. We may certainly
assume that n2, and we have to prove that we can take n=2. Let
1=Gal(K (n)? K) and 7=Gal(K
(n)
? F ). By Herbrand’s theorem, we then
have (1 v7)7=2v=[1] for all v>1, so in particular 1 27. Since
1 2=Gal(K (n)? K
(2)
? ), it follows that FK
(2)
? as required. K
This allows us to deduce a special case of Theorem 5.
Corollary 4.3. Let F be a totally ramified abelian extension of K, and
set 2=Gal(FK). If FK is weakly ramified then AFK=o2[?&1T2] and OF
is free over AFK .
Proof. Choose ? as in Lemma 4.2. As before, let 1 =Gal(K (2)K), so
1 =1_1 (1) where 1 has order q and 1 (1) has order q&1. Since FK (2)?
and FK is a p-extension, we have FK$=(K (2))1 (1). The result then
follows from Theorem 2. K
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It remains to remove the hypothesis that FK is totally ramified. We
write e(NL) for the ramification index of an extension NL.
Proposition 4.4. Let LM be finite normal extensions of K with ML
unramified. Let 1=Gal(MK) and 2=Gal(LK). Then the natural map
1  2 induces isomorphisms 1i $2i for all i0. In particular, MK is
weakly ramified if and only if LK is.
Proof. Since ML is unramified, we have Gal(ML) & 10=[1], and the
natural map induces an injection 10  20 . This is an isomorphism since
|10 |=e(MK)=e(ML) e(LK)=e(LK)=|20 |.
Let & be a uniformising parameter of L, and hence also of M, and let
PL , PM be the maximal ideals of OL , OM respectively. For # # 10 , let #
denote the image of # in 20 . Then for i0 we have
# # 2i  (# &1) & # P i+1L
 (#&1) & # P i+1M
 # # 1i .
Thus 1i and 2i are isomorphic under the map # [ # . In particular,
12=[1] if and only if 22=[1]. K
Proof of Theorem 5. Given a weakly ramified abelian extension FK, let
K be the unramified extension of K of degree [F : K], and set F =K F. By
[14, Lemma 1], there is a field F $F such that F $K is totally ramified
and F $K=F . The various fields are indicated in Fig. 3, where the edges
marked (t) represent totally ramified extensions, and all other edges repre-
sent unramified extensions.
As F F and F F $ are unramified, we may apply Proposition 4.4 twice to
show that F K, and then F $K, are weakly ramified. Thus, by Corollary 4.3,
OF $ is free over its associated order AF $K=o2$[?&1T2$], where
2$=Gal(F $K). Now let 7=Gal(K K). Since K K is unramified, we have
OF =OF $ o OK , and OK is free over AK K=o7. Hence OF is free over
AF K=o2$[?&1T2$]o7.
Finally, let 1=Gal(F K). We may identify 1 with 2$_7. Since F F is
unramified, it follows from [6, Lemma 6] that OF is free over AFK , and
that this order is the image of AF K under the natural map 1  2=
Gal(FK). By Proposition 4.4, this takes 10=2$ to 20 , so we have
AFK=o2[?&1T20]. K
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FIG. 3. Fields occurring in the proof of Theorem 5.
5. INTERIOR FIELDS
We now return to the situation of Sections 2 and 3. Recall that K is an
extension of Qp with uniformising parameter ?. We identify the residue
field o?o with the finite field Fq of cardinality q. The field K (1) (respec-
tively, K (2)) is the first (respectively, second) LubinTate division field of K
relative to ?. The (multiplicative) group 1=Gal(K (2)K (1)) is identified
with the additive group of Fq via : [ (1+?:) for : # Fq .
In this section, we investigate the integral Galois module structure of cer-
tain fields in the interior of the parallelogram of Fig. 2. In particular, we
shall prove Theorem 4. Dealing with an arbitrary interior field would, by
Lemma 2.12, be tantamount to describing the fixed-point lattices L7i for an
arbitrary subgroup 7 of 1. Here L7i is naturally an o2 -module, where
2 =17. Recall that Li is defined in terms of the elements {h of (2.6), whose
definition involves the multiplicative structure of Fq via the factor +&h.
In general, 2 does not inherit the structure of a finite field, so it is
unreasonable to expect an explicit description of L7i along the lines of
(2.10). We can however obtain such a description in the special case where
2 becomes a vector space of dimension 1 over a subfield Fq0 of Fq . This is
what enables us to prove Theorem 4.
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We shall require a result on certain sums in Fq . Let V be an Fq0 -subspace
of Fq . For any : # Fq and any integer h0, define
Sh(V; :)= :
v # V
(v+:)h. (5.1)
In [5] we give several results on the vanishing or otherwise of the sums
Sh(V; :). In particular, from [5, Theorem 3(iv)] we have the following
result:
Lemma 5.2. Let V have dimension m over Fq0 and let 0kq0&2.
Then
(i) Sh(V; :)=0 if 0h(k+1) qm0 &2 and h#k mod(q0&1);
(ii) S(k+1) q0m&1(V; :)=0 if and only if k{0 and : # V.
Now let 7 be a subgroup of 1 corresponding to an Fq0 -subspace V of Fq
of codimension 1. Let V have dimension m over Fq0 (so q=q
m+1
0 ). To
avoid trivialities, we assume that q0 {q. Let 2 be a subgroup of 1 corre-
sponding to a subspace W=Fq0 w of Fq complementary to V. Then, setting
$=#w, we have 2=[$: | : # Fq0] and 1=7_2. We may therefore identify
2 with 2 =17.
Analogously to (2.16) and (2.10) we define
{ (2)k =
1
q0&1
:
: # F_q0
/&k(:)($:&1) # o2
for 1kq0&1, and
Lj (2)=Spano {1, { (2)1 , ..., { (2)q0&2& j , 1? { (2)q0&1& j , ...,
1
?
{ (2)q0&1=
for 0 jq0&2.
For each of the lattices Li of (2.10) we must determine the fixed-point
lattice L7i . Clearly
L7i =Li & (K2) T7 , (5.3)
and since L0 L i Lq&2 , it follows from Proposition 2.27 that
L0(2) T7 L7i Lq0&2(2) T7 for 0iq&2. (5.4)
In particular,
1
?
{ (2)q0&1T7 # L
7
i for all i. (5.5)
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Lemma 5.6. Let 0iq&2. Then L7i =Lj(i)(2) T7 where
j(i)={wiq
m
0 x
q0&2
if i<qm0 (q0&1);
if iqm0 (q0&1).
(5.7)
Thus when 0 jq0&3, we have L7i =L j (2) T7 for q
m
0 jiq
m
0 ( j+1)
&1, while L7i =Lq0&2(2) T7 for q
m
0 (q0&2)iq&2.
Proof. We first express the products { (2)k T7 for 1kq0&1 in terms
of the basis elements {h of o1+. Using (2.17), we calculate
(q0&1) { (2)k T7 = :
: # F_q0
/&k(:)($:&1) :
v # V
#v
= :
: # F_q0
:
v # V
/&k(:)((#w:+v&1)&(#v&1))
= :
: # F_q0
:
v # V
/&k(:) :
q&1
h=0
(/h(w:+v)&/h(v)) {h
= :
q&1
h=1 \ :: # F_q0
/h&k(:)+\ :v # V (/
h(w+v)&/h(v))+ {h .
(In the last line we have substituted :v for v.) The sum over : vanishes
unless h#k mod(q0&1). Thus, setting
S$h= :
v # V
(/h(w+v)&/h(v)),
we have shown that
{ (2)k T7= :
h#k mod(q0&1)
S$h{h . (5.8)
Let 1kq0&2. It follows from (5.8) and (2.10) that ?&1{ (2)k T7 # Li if
and only if S$h #0 mod ?o for all h<q&1&i with h#k mod(q0&1). We
will simplify this condition using Lemma 5.2. In the notation of (5.1), the
image of S$h in o?o=Fq is Sh(V; w)&Sh(V; 0). Thus if h#k mod(q0&1)
and h<(k+1) qm0 &1 then S$h #0 mod ?o by Lemma 5.2(i). If, however,
h=(k+1) qm0 &1 then Sh(V; 0)=0 but Sh(V; w){0 by Lemma 5.2(ii), so
S$(k+1) qm0&1 0 mod ?o. It follows that
1
?
{ (2)k T7 # L
7
i  q&1&i(k+1) q
m
0 &1
 q0&1&k\ iqm0  .
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Taking into account (5.5) and (5.4), we have now shown that if
i<qm0 (q0&1) then the elements
T7 , ({ (2)1 T7), ..., ({
(2)
q0&2& j(i) T7), \1? { (2)q0&1& j(i) T7+ , ..., \
1
?
{ (2)q0&1 T7+ (5.9)
lie in L7i "?L7i . By (5.8), each {h occurs in { (2)k T7 for only one value of k,
namely that for which h#k mod(q0&1). It then follows from (2.10) and
(5.4) that the elements (5.9) form a basis for L7i . Thus L
7
i =Lj(i)(2) T7 .
Similarly, if iqm0 (q0&1) then L
7
i =Lq0&2(2) T7 . K
If K is ramified over Qp then Lemma 2.20 applies, mutatis mutandis, to
the o2-lattices Lj (2). In particular, Lj (2) is free over its associated order
in K2 precisely when j<(q0&1)2. If q0=2, then L7i =L0(2) T7 for all i,
and this lattice is free over its associated order. Thus Theorem 4 fails for
p=2. If q0>2, it follows from Lemma 5.6 that L7i is free over its associated
order precisely when i<wq0 2x qm0 . In particular, if d{q&1 is a divisor of
q&1 then L7q&1&d is not free over its associated order. Combining these
observations with Lemma 2.12, we obtain our final result (from which
Theorem 4 follows on taking q0= p):
Theorem 6. Let q&1=rd with r>1, and, as above, let 1=7_2 where
7 (respectively,2) corresponds to a subspace of Fq of dimension m1
(respectively, of dimension 1) over its subfield Fq0 , q0 {2. Let E=L
7
d . Sup-
pose that K is ramified over Qp . Then OE is not free over its associated order
AEK . More precisely, let j(i) be defined by (5.7) and set n=wq02x qm0 . Then
OE $ 
i#0 mod d
Lj(i)(2) = i
and
AEK= 
i#0 mod d
0i<n
Lj(i)(2) =i  
i#0 mod d
niq&2
Lq0&2& j(i)(2) =q&2&i .
Each summand Lj (i) =i of OE with niq&2 is not free over its associated
order Lq0&2& j(i)(2) =q&2&i .
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